In this paper, Petri Nets are used to model controls for a manufacturing plan processed in a Computer-Integrated Assembly Cell. The Control Model is automatically generated from the manufacturing plan and used to detect deadlocks at the workstations.
INTRODUCITON
A Computer-Integrated Assembly Cell (CIAC) processes a manufacturing plan consisting of a set of jobs.
Each job is concurrently assembled at workstations according to the process plan. Deadlocks occur in a CIAC when a set of concurrent processes become interlocked in such a way that they cannot be completed.
Deadlock detection is difficult unless the cell's programmable electronic controller (PEC) is programmed for a manufacturing plan and tested. This is time consuming, unsafe, and decreases overall cell utilization.
In view of the nondeterministic characteristic of concurrent systems there is no guarantee that the program will function correctly through the entire production run. A Control Model of a manufacturing plan must be analyzed prior to the start of production to The Control Model is developed using the theory of Petri Nets (PNs). Deadlocks detected in a manufacturing plan are avoided by re-allocating buffer capacities at critical workstations resulting in an improved performance. Further organization of the paper follows: In Section 2 we present the architecture of a CIAC and the deadlock problem. Section 3 discusses the need for a Control Model and the common modeling tools. In Section 4 we develop the Control Model for a manufacturing plan scheduled on the CIAC.
The simulation results obtained using a Petri Net software package is presented in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we present our conclusions and further research plans.
ARCHHWTUM OF A COMPUTER-INTEGRATED ASSEMBLY CELL
The layout of a Computer-Integrated Assembly Cell (CIAC) is shown in Figure  1 . Assembly workstations (WS1, WSZ, ... WS5), having input buffers (I) and output buffers (0), are arranged around a common transporter (TR). A manuf acturing plan is prepared consisting of a list of j obs to be executed concurrently in the CIAC under the control of a programmable electronic controller. Each job consists of a batch of parts to be assembled according to a process plan. At the transfer workstation (WS 1 in Figure  1 ), pallets holding base assemblies are loaded on transport carts. The carts then circulate between the other workswtions to fulfil assembly requirements.
Once in process, the total number of pallets circulating continuously in the system are constant.
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On arrival at a workstation, a free transfer mechprocess plan requires routing through two workanism allows assemblies to be removed from the stations (Refer to Figure  1 ) in the following cart and stored at the input buffer (I). :------:-
....-. Computer-Integrated Assembly Cell (CIAC) storage of the assembly at the output buffer (0) before it is transferred to the cart to move to its next required location. Finally, the completed assembly is unloaded at the transfer workstation and leaves the system.
The Deadlock Problem
To maximize cell utilization, multiple assembly jobs are scheduled concurrently without consideration for the complex interaction between workstations.
At the control design stage, production engineers are required to develop programmable electronic controller programs according to the operation sequence specified by the process plan.
Programming frequently uses ladder logic, making it difficult to comprehend a program and verify the controller operation at that stage (Murata et al, 1986) .
A manufacturing plan processed in a CIAC may consist of a single job or multiple jobs sequenced to a workstation more than once, with priority given to new assemblies entering the cell. Such a manufacturing plan causes deadlocks as batch size is increased. In this paper, we consider manufacturing plan consisting of a single job whose
Since there is a single transporter always available, and a single workstation in each group, the sequence can be represented by input/output buffers (Banaszak and Krogh, 1990) The Control Model represents a mathematical formalism of the manufacturing plan, reflecting specified system behavior under varying operating conditions. Mathematical models for deadlock detection and avoidance in computer operating systems have been studied extensively by Coffman et al (1971) , and Habermann (1969) .
However, such models are not directlv applicable to manufacturing systems, where resources are allocated to a process in a sequence specified by the process plan. There is clearly a need to develop similar models for a CIAC, using an appropriate tool.
Modeling Tools for Automated Manufacturing Systems
Modeling tools discussed below have been developed for analysis of Automated Manufacturing Systems (Sun, 1985) . It is essential to select an appropriate tool for modeling the controls of a CIAC which captures the concurrent and asynchronous characteristic of operations.
Simulation
Simulation is a numerical technique for analyzing the performance of a system evolving in time. Simulation is frequently employed when the complexities in the system makes it hard to derive detailed mathematical modeling relationships. It is used extensively for evaluating the performance of manufacturing systems. It provides reasonably accurate and detailed information about the system's performance, but requires a large amount of programming time, input data, and computer time to run the simulation model (Suri, 1985; Stecke and Solberg, 1981 (Hack 1974; Peterson, 1981; Saha and Bandyopadhyay, 1988) . Deadlock detection is efficiently carried out on this form of PN using matrix algebra. Control Models developed using this approach result in a standardized PN generation and analysis procedure. 
C=[c+-C-]nxm
is the transition-to-place incidence matrix of MDF.
I@= Initial state of the system. The PN generated for the manufacturing plan is analyzed for deadlocks using ALGOL 2 ( Figure  2 ). At each state (Mk),the C+ and C-matrices are checked for enabled transitions.
Firing the enabled transition generates a new state (Mk+l) which is determined by the state equation (Murata, 1989 ). Deadlocks in a PN occur due to the absence of tokens in the sets of places at a given state. The steps in ALGOL 2 checks places at each state, and determines the sets of places that cannot enable transitions (D'Souza, 1991) . For the PN of a manufacturing plan processed in a CIAC, absence of tokens in the process places or buffer places results in deadlocks. In the physical system, this occurs due to restriction of the buffer capacity at workstations. When workstation buffer capacity becomes full with assemblies, the "circular wait" condition is satisfied, and no further movement of assemblies takes place.
Control Model Application
The Control Model is applied to a range of manufacturing plans processed in the CIAC (D'Souza, 1991), In this Section, only application to a manufacturing plan consisting of a single job is presented.
The job contains a batch to be assembled at a set of workstations, according to the process plan. For a job containing a batch size of three, the PN is generated using ALGOL 1.1 as
MDF=(C+,C-,MJ
where C+ and C-matrices are shown in Figure 3 . The initial state is = (3000000010101010). Selecting a wrong buffer for capacity increase could result in future deadlocks, and lower overall performance. for a CIAC (Two Workstations)
A Buffer
Re-allocating Algorithm (D'Souza, 1991) selects the buffer place for increasing tokens. The Plan examines all sets of places at the deadlock state, and selects the set to which additional tokens are to be provided.
Simulation of the Control model is required to corroborate increased performance due to buffer re-allocation.
SIMULATION OF THE CONTROL MODEL
The simulation of the Control Model is in the GreatSPN 1.5 software package (Chiola, 1990 ). The PN model is first constructed on the screen of a graphical workstation.
Structural properties, such as the place and transition invariants computed by the package, are used to check its correctness. The model is checked for deadlocks by playing the "token game." Starting from the initial state, enabled transitions are made to fire until the final state is reached. Then, the performance measures are generated using assigned transition times for analyzing the operating characteristic (OC) under varying conditions.
Deadlock Detection and Avoidance
The PN in graphical form, representing the simulated deadlock state, is shown in Figure 4 . Place poinitially has three tokens (assemblies) Figure 6 , Increasing buffer capacity of 12 results in a lower throughput rate, as compared to increasing buff er capacity of 01 and 02. Increasing 02 produces an increased throughput rate at higher input rates.
CONCLUSIONS
Deadlocks pose a serious problem in concurrent operating systems such as the CIAC resulting in the potential for complete stoppage of the cell. This problem can be avoided by analyzing manufacturing plans off-line using a Control Model. In this paper, the Control Model was generated using PN formalism, and applied to a manufacturing plan processed by the CIAC system. Deadlocks detected by the Control Model were avoided by re-allocating buffer capacities at the critical workstations.
The approach followed for Control Model generation, deadlock detection, and avoidance was heuristic.
Using PNs, it was shown that the Buffer Re-allocating Algorithm avoids deadlock states. Improved performance due to buffer reallocation at the critical workstation was corroborated by simulation.
The Control Models developed in this research are to be extended to multiple jobs in future research, and validated under varying operating conditions and buffer capacities. Buffer reallocation plans are to be analyzed under these conditions, to determine the effective buffer capacities at critical workstations. 
